Property Performance Claims Scenarios
Along with Property Performance coverage comes access to expert in-house claims operations technical resources
and the AIG Claims Promise. AIG will advance the client 50% of the estimated property damage, clean-up costs
and expenses once coverage has been confirmed and the estimate for damage has been agreed.

Cyber
A ransomware attack left multiple hospitals
unable to access patient electronic data. A
malicious code is used to encrypt data on the
hospitals’ computers and the attackers demand
payment to unlock the electronic data. The attack causes many
patients in need of care to be turned away and multiple procedures
are cancelled.
Property Performance could pay for the following:
• Business Income loss associated with the cancelled
procedures
• Reasonable and necessary extra expense to carry out
procedures at another facility
• Restoration of the corrupted, erased or altered electronic data
• Forensic investigation to determine cause and scope of
the attack

Flexible Valuation

Contingent Time Element
A manufacturer with locations in the U.S. purchases
custom fabrics from a direct supplier located in
Italy. The supplier’s production shuts down due to
a covered Ingress Egress loss because of a major
earthquake in the area and the supplier cannot provide the needed
fabric to our client. This in turn causes a partial shutdown of our client’s
production. Although the supplier did not suffer any actual damage
at its facility and although our customer’s coverage territory is limited
to the U.S., with Property Performance worldwide Contingent Time
Element coverage and broadened coverage triggers that include
Ingress and Egress, the loss could be paid.
Property Performance could pay for the following::
• R easonable and necessary extra costs for alternative fabric
• R easonable and necessary overtime costs to make up
production once the fabric is obtained
• L oss of Profits associated with scheduled orders that are
cancelled

Service Interruption

A hospital client suffers a fire which results
in a total loss of a building that housed an
outpatient clinic. At the time of the loss, there
is ample room within the hospital to house the
outpatient clinic so there is little value to the customer in rebuilding;
due to the flexible valuation provisions in Property Performance,
we could pay the full replacement cost of the building and have
the client use the proceeds to invest in additional hospital beds and
equipment in the another unit of the hospital which would be the
more profitable.

A Retail client loses access to their ordering system
due to a flood at its cloud computing service
provider. The interruption occurs during its peak
sales time and the client is unable to fulfill its orders. The service is
restored within 72 hours (exceeding the qualifying period) however
after the service is restored the client continues to see a substantial
reduction in sales for several weeks related to lack of access to the
ordering system. Although the service interruption resulted from a
catastrophe peril, Property Performance could provide coverage in
this case.

Property Performance could pay for the following:
• Business Income loss associated with scheduled outpatient
services that are cancelled
• Full replacement cost of the damaged building

Property Performance could pay for the following:
• 	Business Income Loss resulting from loss of sales while the
service was interrupted
• 	Ongoing loss of sales after the service was restored up to the
Extended Period of Indemnity for Service Interruption
• 	Reasonable and necessary extra expenses associated with
using another ordering system
• 	Reasonable and necessary overtime costs for additional
employees to manually prepare orders for distribution

To learn more about AIG Global Property, please visit
www.aig.com/globalproperty.
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